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We report the first observation of the~radiative! decayJ/c→e1e2g. Our data are from an experiment
in which J/c is formed in antiproton-proton annihilations. The observed rate is consistent with a QED
calculation based on final state radiation. Our measurement gives a branching ratio for this
mode of (8.861.360.4)31023 for g energy.100 MeV. @S0556-2821~96!03223-7#

PACS number~s!: 13.75.Cs, 14.40.Gx
The radiative decaysJ/c→e1e2g and J/c→m1m2g
provide a particularly clean test of QED because hadrons
absent in the final state and the radiative decay of theJ/c to
a hadronic state such as a glueball~structural radiation! can-
not lead to ane1e2g state to ordera. As such they are
distinguished fromr→ppg andK→ppg, where structural
radiation may be observed. Radiative muon and pion dec
in which the final state is limited to leptons and ag, are
observed to be in agreement with QED at the 20% le
@1–3#.

The decayJ/c→e1e2g is difficult to study at electron
positron colliders. There is interference between the nonre
nante1e2→e1e2 process~Bhabha scattering! and the pro-
cesse1e2→J/c→e1e2 and g emission is derived from
both initial state and final state electrons. Despite the co
plication of initial state radiation, them1m2g mode was
observed by the Mark III experiment@4# at a rate consisten
with the prediction of QED final state radiation.

The decayJ/c→e1e2g is described by the diagram
shown in Fig. 1~a! where theg is emitted by one of the fina
state electrons.~Radiation of theg by the J/c line, an ex-
ample of structural radiation, is forbidden by charg
conjugation invariance.! The infrared divergence in the de
cay rate is canceled by the interference of the diagra
shown in Fig. 1~b! as~was originally! shown by@5#. Follow-
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ing the QED formalism of Ref.@6#, we adopt the expression
for the differential decay rate in thel1l2 c.m. frame, which
is suitable for finiteg energies:

dGJ/c→ l1 l2g5dGJ/c→ l1 l2b83
2a

p

dEg8

Eg8

s8

s

3
12cos2ug l8

~12b82cos2ug l8 !2
dVg8 . ~1!

FIG. 1. Diagrams for final state radiation. The decay
J/c→e1e2g is described by~a!. The infrared divergence in the
decay rate is canceled by interference with the diagrams in~b!.
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The differential decay rate forJ/c→ l1l2 in the l1l2 c.m.
frame, which appears in Eq.~1!, is given by

dGJ/c→ l1 l25
3

31l
~11lcos2u l8!GJ/c→ l1 l2

dV l8

4p
. ~2!

Eg8 represents theg energy,ug8 andfg8 (Vg8) the g angles,
andu l8 andf l8 (V l8) the lepton angles, all in thel1l2 c.m.
frame in which the antiproton direction is the polar ax
b8 is the lepton velocity andug l8 the angle between the lep
ton andg directions, also in thel1l2 c.m. frame.s8 is the
l1l2 invariant mass squared ands the J/c invariant mass
squared. The rate forJ/c→ l1l2g varies as 1/Eg8 and has a
sharp maximum at an extremely small value ofug8

Experiment E760 is located at the Fermilab Antiprot
Source. The circulating antiproton beam in the accumula
ring (<431011p̄) intersects an internal H2 gas jet target
@<1014~atoms/cm2)], giving a peak luminosity of up to
1.031031 cm22 sec21. For these data, the luminosity wa
limited to 4.031030 cm22 sec21. E760 is devoted to high
resolution studies of charmonium formed in antiproto
proton annihilation and is fully described elsewhere@7#. This
measurement is based on 661 nb21 of data taken in 1991 a
the formation energy of theJ/c, in which about 4000p̄p
→J/c→e1e2(X) were recorded.

The elements of the E760 detector germane to this m
surement are the threshold Cˇ erenkov counter@8# which pro-

FIG. 2. Me1e2 for ~a! J/c→e1e2 candidate events,~b!
J/c→e1e2 Monte Carlo events.
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vides electron identification and covers the full azimutha
range and a polar angle range from 15° to 70°; the lead gla
central calorimeter~CCAL! @9# which covers the full azi-
muthal range and the polar angle range 11° to 70°; and th
radial projection chamber~RPC! @10#, which covers the full
azimuth and a polar angle range 15° to 70° and provide
dE/dx information to distinguish conversion pairs from
single electrons.

Two cylindrical plastic scintillator hodoscopes, (H1 and
H2), are used for triggering. The pulse heights in thos
counters are also used to distinguish singly charged particl
from electron positron pairs. For electromagnetic showers o
electrons andg ’s, CCAL gives an average resolution of
sE /E50.01410.06/AE (GeV) for the energy, 6 mr for
su, and 12 mr forsf , where the angular errors include the
uncertainty in the annihilation location. CCAL is not instru-
mented with time-to-digital converters~TDCs!. Most show-
ers with energies above 200 MeV can be identified as ‘‘in
time’’ or ‘‘out-of-time’’ by means of a system of analogue-
to-digital converters ~ADCs! with overlapping gates,
described in Ref.@11#. The remainders are identified as ‘‘un-
determined.’’

The hardware trigger used to obtain these data required
pattern of hits in the cylindrical hodoscope arrays and th
Čerenkov counter consistent with two electrons originating
at the beam target intersection point. Additional hodoscop
hits were allowed to avoid event loss due to extraneou
tracks, mainlyd rays from the target and from interactions of
the electrons in the detector materials. The trigger also r
quired two high energy showers in CCAL, separated by a
least 90° in azimuth. Each of these showers was required
be loosely consistent with the kinematics ofJ/c→e1e2 de-
cay. This condition accepts events withe1e2 effective mass
greater than about 2.2 GeV/c2 with full efficiency.

The hodoscope hits, Cˇ erenkov signals, and calorimeter
showers were associated off line into tracks. The two elec
tron candidates were taken as the tracks with the largest tw
body effective mass. Since the Cˇ erenkov counter has a re-
gion of reduced efficiency in the interval 33°,u,39°, it
was required that the electron candidates be associated w
Čerenkov counter hits for all polar angles except thos
within that interval.
ntal back-

FIG. 3. Eee2Etot for ~a! J/c→e1e2 candidates which pass theJ/c→e1e2g selection. The curve is a fit toJ/c→e1e2g plus

backgrounds as described in the text. The shaded and cross-hatched histograms are the contributions of nonresonant and accide
grounds, respectively,~b! J/c→e1e2 Monte Carlo events, and~c! J/c→e1e2g Monte Carlo events.
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A sample of 3933J/c candidates was selected using t
following cuts: u1 and u2P@15°,60°#; Me1e2.2.5
GeV/c2; ELW13ELW2.ELWCUT. The electron weight
index ~ELW! is a likelihood ratio for the electron hypothes
versus the background track hypothesis, constructed for e
electron candidate from pulse heights in theH2 and Čeren-
kov counters,dE/dx from the RPC, second moments of th
transverse shower distribution in CCAL, and the fraction
shower energy in a 333 block region of CCAL@7#. The cut
chosen retainse1e2(X) events with 91% efficiency. We ob
serve that this efficiency cancels in the analysis we pres
below. Thee1e2 mass spectrum for these events is shown
Fig. 2~a!.

From the J/c candidate events, 77 candidates f
J/c→e1e2g were selected by requiring that only on
shower accompanying thee1 ande2 showers pass the fol
lowing cuts on measured quantities: the extra shower ene
.200 MeV; the extra shower makes an angle with bothe1

ande2 of at least 200 mr; the extra shower is identified
in-time or undetermined. These requirements remove m
external bremsstrahlung events and thosee1e2g events for
which theg is so close to an electron that the showers mer

To determine the acceptance of these cuts, we gener
10 000 p̄p→J/c→e1e2 and 60 000 p̄p→J/c→e1e2g
events that pass a simulation of the trigger. The distribut
in positron angle with respect to the incident antiproton
modeled according to the form~2! with l determined from
our data~Ref. @7#! (0.8860.19). GEANT @12# was used to
track the primary particles through the E760 detector wh
interactions with materials were simulated. These simula
event sets were subjected to the same analysis as the dat
both theJ/c→e1e2 andJ/c→e1e2g selections. We nor-
malized the simulation to the 3933J/c candidate events ob
served. Figure 2~b! shows the simulation results for the pro
cess J/c→e1e2. The agreement between the simulat
events and data passing theJ/c→e1e2 selection, shown in
Fig. 2~a!, is excellent except for a low mass tail in the da
which containsJ/c→e1e2g events.

In Fig. 3 we show the distribution in the variabl
Eee2Etot for the J/c→e1e2g candidates from the data
@Fig. 3~a!# and from the two Monte Carlo samples, Figs. 3~b!
and 3~c!. Eee is the sum of measured energies for the ele
tron candidates andEtot is the total energy. By applying the
e1e2g selection to theJ/c→e1e2 Monte Carlo sample,
Fig. 3~b!, we find that radiation in the detector materials
misreconstruction of electromagnetic showers in CCAL co
tributes a background of 1.060.6 events to the data. Th
remaining events are therefore due to the radiative decay
other backgrounds. We expect a background due to nonr
nantp̄p annihilation, principallyp̄p→p0p0, in which Dalitz
decays and photon conversions lead to events satisfying
selection fore1e2g. We estimate this background by apply
ing thee1e2g selection to data collected in the region of th
hc . After normalizing by integrated luminosity, we obtai
an estimate of 3.061.0 events, which includes approx
he
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mately 0.05 nonresonante1e2g events, based on our deter-
mination of the direct processp̄p→e1e2 @13#. An addi-
tional ‘‘accidental’’ background is from events in which the
e1 ande2 are from aJ/c decay and the extra cluster is from
an unrelated event, close enough in time to count within th
ADC gate. Such events produce a peak at zero in the distr
bution ofEee2Etot . We estimate this background by fitting
that distribution for theJ/c→e1e2g candidates, after sub-
traction of the nonresonant background, to the sum of th
distribution for J/c→e1e2 and the distribution for
J/c→e1e2g, both determined by Monte Carlo simulation.
We find that 10.465.2 events can be attributed to the acci-
dental background. The best fit is shown with the data an
both background contributions in Fig. 3~a!.

We show an absolute comparison between our simulatio
and the data for theg energy in theJ/c frame@Fig. 4~a!# and
for the angle between theg and the nearest electron in the
J/c frame @Fig. 4~b!#.

Subtracting all backgrounds, the number ofe1e2g events
within our cuts is 62.6610.3 to be compared to the QED
prediction of 44 events, where the normalization is set by th
3933J/c→e1e2(X) events observed. The agreement is sat
isfactory. We therefore use the functional dependence of~1!
to estimate the branching ratioB(J/c→e1e2g,
Eg.100 MeV) divided by the branching ratio
B(J/c→e1e2) as 0.14760.022, compared to the QED pre-
diction of 0.104.

Normalizing to the Particle Data Group@14# value for the
branching ratioB(J/c→e1e2)5(5.9960.25)31022 we
determine the branching ratio B(J/c→e1e2g,
Eg.100 MeV) to be (8.861.360.4)31023.
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tions for their help and cooperation. This research was sup
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FIG. 4. ~a! Energy ofg in J/c frame.~b! Angle betweeng and
nearest electron or positron inJ/c frame. The histograms~solid
line! are predictions of thee1e2g simulation.
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